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(57) Abstract:

PURPOSE: To realize a picture formation by which the

stable area gradation of each element can be attained

without deteriorating the resolution of a recorded

picture element.

CONSTITUTION: At the time of image-forming a laser

beam from a laser light source 102 on an image carrier 3

as a beam spot, a laser driver circuit 101 modulates a

laser driving pulse width of one picture element

corresponding to the picture concentration value of

recorded information. Then, the light intensity of the

laser light source 102 is made intenser at the time of

forming a picture in a picture area whose laser driving

pulse width is shorter than at the time of forming the

picture in the picture area whose laser driving pulse

width is long, according to the modulated pulse width.

And also, piezoelectric elements are abutted to the edge

parts of the surroundings of the lens faces of optical

lens devices 110 and 120, the optical lens are

elastically transformed by transforming the

piezoelectric elements by an inputted picture

concentration signal, and a laser beam spot diameter is
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* * A

* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2. **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The image-formation method which carries out image formation of the laser beam from the laser light source as the beam
spot on image support, and is characterized by to modulate laser driving pulse width of face per [ which drives said laser light

source corresponding to
****** and an image concentration value of recording information by the image-formation method of image-

formation equipment which is made to scan this beam spot relatively to this image support on said image support, and forms an

image ] pixel, and to modulate optical reinforcement of said laser light source according to this pulse width.

[Claim 2] Optical reinforcement of said laser light source is the image formation method according to claim 1 characterized by

becoming irregular so that a direction at the time of image formation of an image region shorter than an image region where laser

driving pulse width of face is long may become strong.

[Claim 3] An image formation method according to claim 1 characterized by modulating optical reinforcement of said laser light

source by changing a drive current value of this semiconductor laser, using semiconductor laser as said laser light source.

[Claim 4] Image formation equipment characterized by providing the following. The laser light source A laser beam scan means to

carry out image formation of the laser beam from this laser light source as the beam spot on image support, to make scan this

beam spot relatively to this image support on said image support, and to form an image The 1st modulation means which

modulates laser driving pulse width of face per [ which drives said laser light source corresponding to an image concentration value

of recording information
] pixel this - the 2nd modulation means which modulates optical reinforcement of said laser light source

according to modulated pulse width of face in the 1st modulation means

[Claim 5] Said 2nd modulation means is image formation equipment according to claim 4 characterized by becoming irregular so

that a direction at the time of image formation of an image region where optical reinforcement of the laser light source is shorter

than an image region where laser driving pulse width of face is long may become strong.

[Claim 6] It is image formation equipment according to claim 4 characterized by for said laser light source being semiconductor

laser, and said 2nd modulation means modulating optical reinforcement of said laser light source by changing a drive current value

of this semiconductor laser.

[Claim 7] A diameter of a spot of a scanning direction of the laser beam spot by laser beam scan means (1/e2 a path) is image

formation equipment according to claim 4 characterized by being smaller than 0.8 times of record pixel size of this scanning

direction.

[Claim 8] The image-formation equipment which carries out the image formation of the laser beam from a laser light source as the

beam spot on image support according to image-formation optical system, and is characterized by to modulate this diameter of the

beam spot formed on image support by using optical lens equipment which modulates said diameter of a laser-beam spot with an

image concentration signal inputted about a part of ****** and said image-formation optical system with the image-formation

equipment which is made to scan this beam spot relatively to image support, and forms an image on image support.

[Claim 9] Optical lens equipment is image formation equipment according to claim 8 characterized by becoming irregular by making

increase of image concentration gradation carry out ****** increase of the spot area, maintaining at a circular configuration in

general a beam-spot configuration on image support formed on the occasion of image formation irrespective of image

concentration gradation.

[Claim 10] Image formation equipment characterized by contacting an edge around [ a lens side ] an optical lens in optical lens

equipment in a piezoelectric device, making this optical lens produce elastic deformation by this piezoelectric device in image
formation equipment according to claim 8, and making curvature of this optical lens adjustable.

[Claim 11] Optical equipment characterized by arranging a piezoelectric device in both ends of an optical lens, changing lens

curvature by this piezoelectric device, and enabling modification of a focal distance.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the image formation method and equipment which used the electrophotography

process.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] There is a laser beam printer which adopted the electrophotography method as a high speed and a low

noise printer in image formation equipment. The typical use is binary record which forms images, such as an alphabetic character

and a graphic form, by whether a laser beam is hit to a photo conductor, or it does not hit. And generally, since record of an

alphabetic character, a graphic form, etc. does not need halftone, printer structure can also be simplified.

[0003] However, ****** also has the printer which can express halftone by such binary recording method. What adopted the dither

method, the concentration pattern method, etc. as this printer is known well. However, by the printer which adopted the dither

method and the concentration pattern method, high resolving is not obtained like common knowledge. Then, the method which

forms a halftone pixel in each pixel is proposed, obtaining high resolving without reducing recording density in recent years. This

method is a method (PWM) which performs halftone pixel formation by therefore modulating the pulse width which irradiates a laser

beam to a picture signal. The thing and intermediary ****
to which according to this PWM the image of high resolution and high

gradation nature can be formed, and this method is indispensable to the color image formation equipment which needs high

resolution and high gradation nature.

[0004] That is, according to this PWM, area gradation of the dot formed of the beam spot for every pixel can be performed, and

halftone can be expressed to coincidence, without reducing the pixel density (recording density) which should be recorded.

[0005]

[Probiem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, also in this PWM, it was found out that the exposure distribution on a scan

layer-ed (field of a photo conductor) is influenced of the diameter of a spot of laser. This exposure distribution shows the condition

of being influenced of the diameter of a spot of laser to drawing 20 . Drawing 20 is drawing showing the exposure distribution on

the scan layer-ed when carrying out Pulse Density Modulation of the laser drive time amount of 1/3-pixel width-of-face - 2-pixel

width of face to record pixel density.

[0006] The exposure distribution on a scan layer-ed shows the orientation for optical reinforcement to change in analog in the short

field (1 / 3-1 pixel) of laser driving pulse time amount, in the long field (1-2 pixels) of a pulse period, optical reinforcement is almost

fixed, and the orientation for exposure area to change appears so that clearly [ in drawing 20 ]. The orientation for the surface

potential of a photoconductor drum to change with above PWM to pulse width according to the exposure distribution shown in

drawing 20 in the field where laser driving pulse width of face is short if it is going to express halftone becomes strong, for this

reason, the image output obtain be strongly influenced of the V-D property (for example, V-D property show in drawing 21 ) of the

development system to be use, and the problem that output image concentration did not change linearly as (A) show to drawing 8

had produce it to the driving pulse width of face (PWM signal) of laser in the field where especially pulse width be short.

[0007] Drawing 22 is what showed the situation [ as opposed to the pulse width after
******

for a development production process ]

of area gradation, in the short pulse side, the area of the pixel reproduced became small, orientation which becomes large rapidly

as it comes to be long by pulse width was shown, and the problem that the area gradation to pulse width was not stabilized had

produced it. That is, generally, the development system using about 1 0-1 2-micrometer fine particles has a property (V-D property)

which has the threshold which is rapidly developed from a certain fixed potential to the surface potential of a photo conductor, as

shown in drawing 21 . Therefore, also in the surface potential of a photoconductor drum, on the whole in the low field of the

contrast of the exposure distribution at the time of ON/OFF within 1 pixel of laser as shown in drawing 22 , surface potential comes
to change to the driving pulse width of face of laser according to exposure distribution of drawing 22 . for this reason, the

development system V-D property shown in drawing 21 -- therefore, the diameter of a dot which came to be rapidly developed from

the place beyond a threshold with the surface potential of a photoconductor drum, and was developed as shown in drawing 22 as a
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result also serves as the orientation for a dot configuration to be developed greatly rapidly from a certain number of gradation. It is

the case where it shows by (A) that change of the driving pulse width of face of the laser within 1 pixel at this time and the image

concentration after the development then given was shown drawing 8 . Like illustration, it turns out that it is strongly influenced of

the V-D property of a development system.

[0008] For example, in order to solve the above problem, the pixel unit which records an image so that it may become sufficiently

large to a laser spot Namely, by summarizing 2 pixels or 3 etc. pixels and using as a record unit of a gradation expression It is

****** which therefore stabilizes the area gradation expression to Pulse Density Modulation to increase the field in which the stable

area gradation expression in a long pulse width field (1 pixel - 2 pixels) as shown in the lower berth of drawing 22 is possible.

[0009] However, the advantage of the image recording method using the PWM in which a gradation expression is possible will be

spoiled, without the resolution at the time of record falling so much, and carrying out in this way and enlarging the pixel unit of a

gradation expression reducing this resolution. Moreover, it is making the diameter of a laser spot small infinite to record pixel size

as other methods, and how to make contrast of exposure distribution high was considered. However, it is inside **** to form such a

minute spot, if there are many points with the difficult layout top of optical system and they are practical.

[0010]

[Means for Solving the Problem] This invention was made for the purpose of solving a technical problem of the above-mentioned

conventional technology, and is equipped with the following configurations as a way stage which solves an above-mentioned

technical problem. Namely, image formation of the laser beam from the laser light source and this laser light source is carried out

as the beam spot on image support. A laser beam scan means to make scan this beam spot relatively to this image support on said

image support, and to form an image, the 1st modulation means which modulates laser driving pulse width of face per [ which

drives said laser light source corresponding to an image concentration value of recording information
] pixel - this - it has the 2nd

modulation means which modulates optical reinforcement of said laser light source according to modulated pulse width of face in

the 1st modulation means.

[0011] And for example, the 2nd modulation means is modulated so that a direction at the time of image formation of an image

region where optical reinforcement of the laser light source is shorter than an image region where laser driving pulse width of face

is long may become strong. Or the laser light source is constituted from semiconductor laser, the 2nd modulation means modulates

optical reinforcement of the laser light source by changing a drive current value of this semiconductor laser, record pixel size of this

scanning direction is smaller than 0.8 times, and a diameter of a spot of a scanning direction of the laser beam spot by laser beam
scan means (1/e2 path) is carried out.

[0012] Or carry out image formation of the laser beam from a laser light source as the beam spot on image support according to

image formation optical system, this beam spot is made to scan relatively to image support, and this diameter of the beam spot

formed on image support is modulated by using optical lens equipment which modulates said diameter of a laser beam spot with an

image concentration signal inputted about a part of ****** and image formation optical system with the image formation equipment

which forms an image on image support.

[0013] And for example, optical lens equipment becomes irregular by making increase of image concentration gradation carry out
****** increase of the spot area, maintaining at a circular configuration in general a beam-spot configuration on image support

formed on the occasion of image formation irrespective of image concentration gradation. Moreover, contact an edge around [ a

lens side ] an optical lens in optical lens equipment in a piezoelectric device, this optical lens is made to produce elastic

deformation by this piezoelectric device, and curvature of this optical lens is made adjustable.

[0014]

[Function] In the above configuration, the image formation which has high gradation nature becomes possible, without reducing

resolution. That is, the area gradation in each stable pixel becomes possible, without being hard to receive the effect of the V-D
property of development etc. for the modulation of laser driving pulse width of face in a ****** case, and reducing the resolution of a

record pixel by strengthening optical reinforcement of the laser spot which glares on image support in the field where driving pulse

width of face is short.

[0015] Moreover, by expressing concentration gradation using the area modulation technique by changing the diameter of a spot

on image support, the pinstripes which appear in the direction of vertical scanning also to the image of the low concentration

gradation by area gradation can be erased, and it becomes possible to output a high definition image.

[0016]

[Example] Hereafter, one example which starts this invention with reference to a drawing is explained to details.

[1st example] drawing 1 is drawing showing the outline configuration of the image formation equipment using the image formation

method of one example concerning this invention. This example equipment is printer equipment by the laser beam which used the

well-known electrophotography method, and consists of a profile, the printer device section A, the feed section B, a delivery unit C,

a non-illustrated control section, etc.

[0017] A control section is intermediary ****
[ as ] which carry out the PWM modulation of the input signal by the PWM circuit which

mentions details later, and the semiconductor laser section 102 is made to emit light, oscillates the laser beam by which the PWM
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modulation was carried out, and exposes the drum side of the photoconductor drum 3 which is image support, when there is an

input of the digital pixel signal of the time series outputted from sources of an image information signal, such as a non-illustrated

image reader and a computer.

[0018] The printer device section A changes from the electrification machine 4 which carried out sequential arrangement,

development counters 1M, 1C, and 1Y, 1Bk, the electrification machine 10 for an imprint and the cleaning machine 12, the laser

beam scanner LS arranged in the drawing upper part of said photoconductor drum 3 to the photoconductor drum 3 as image

support which rotates in the direction of an arrow head, and the drum hand of cut of the photoconductor drum 3 perimeter of this.

The schematic diagram of the laser beam scanner LS adopted as this example equipment shown in drawing 2 at drawing 1 is

shown. The laser beam scanner LS of this example consists of the semiconductor laser section 102 as the laser light source, a

collimator lens 103, a polygon mirror 104, and f-theta lens 100 grade, as shown in drawing 2 .

[0019] The semiconductor laser section 102 is connected to the laser drive circuit 101 of a control section. The laser drive circuit

101 If there is an input of the digital pixel signal of the time series outputted from sources of an image information signal, such as

an image reader and a computer By carrying out the PWM modulation of the input signal, making the semiconductor laser section

102 emit light, oscillating the laser beam by which the PWM modulation was carried out, and scanning a laser beam location with

the laser beam scanner shown by whole drawing 2 Intermediary ****
[ as ] which exposes the drum side of the photoconductor

drum 3 which is image support.

[0020] And the exposure distribution for image 1 scan is formed in the photoconductor drum 3 surface of the scan of such a laser

beam L, specified quantity rotation of the photoconductor drum 3 is further carried out for every scan, the latent image which has

the exposure distribution according to a picture signal is formed on this photoconductor drum 3, and it records in the record paper

as ****** according to a well-known electrophotography process. Drawing 3 is the detail circuit diagram of the PWM circuit in the

control section in this example, and drawing 4 is a timing chart which shows actuation of the PWM circuit shown in drawing 3 . In

addition, in drawing 3 and drawing 4 , each signal a-h corresponds, respectively.

[0021] In this drawing, the picture signal (e) pass the latch circuit 401, the level converter 402, and D/A converter 403 is inputted

into the one side terminal of a comparator 404. In this case, dividing of the signal (a) outputted from the oscillator 406 is carried out

to one half by 1/2 counting-down circuit 408, and it is inputted into a latch circuit 401. On the other hand, the triangular wave

generator 407 generates the triangular wave signal (d) which has the peak of -1V from this signal (a), and this triangular wave

signal (d) is inputted into the another side terminal of a comparator 404. A comparator 404 compares both input signals and

outputs a comparison signal. The signal compared from the comparator 404 is made an PWM signal (f) by the level converter 405,

and is inputted into the laser driver circuit 101 which drives said semiconductor laser section 102.

[0022] From various experiments, in order to stabilize the area gradation expression of the dot by laser driving pulse width

modulation, in the short field of a laser driving pulse, this artificer is strengthening luminescence reinforcement of semiconductor

laser 102 compared with the field where pulse width's is long, and found out stabilizing. So, in this example, in order to modulate

laser luminescence reinforcement according to laser driving pulse width of face, drawing 3 is equipped with the laser light

modulation circuit on the strength shown by 410-418. The laser current signal corresponding to the picture signal of each pixel is

inputted into a latch circuit 41 1, and is inputted into the laser current control circuit 410 as a laser current signal through a level

converter 412 and D/A converter 413, laser current is controlled so that (h) shows to drawing 4 for every pixel, and actuation of this

circuit is
**** intermediary **** about optical intensity modulation.

[0023] An example of the relation between the picture signal in the case of performing this optical intensity modulation in this

example to drawing 5 ,
i.e., laser driving pulse width of face, and a laser current value is shown. In this example, as shown in

drawing 5 , in the field where laser driving pulse width of face is short, compared with the field where the pulse width by which area

gradation was stabilized is long, the standup of the increase of a drive current value and the light
[
carry out and ] intensity

distribution on a photoconductor drum 3 of semiconductor laser 102 is carried out early, and area gradation is stabilized from the

field of pulse width still shorter than before.

[0024] Thus, 1 / driving pulse width of face of 3 pixels - 2 pixels is given, and the optical intensity distribution of the laser light on the

photoconductor drum 3 (image support) at the time of carrying out the object for ** of the optical intensity modulation are shown in

drawing 6 . In this example, as compared with the case of drawing 20 which showed the optical intensity distribution by the

conventional PWM method, clearly, it is controlled so that the standup of the peak of optical intensity distribution in the short (1 / 3-1

pixel) field of a driving pulse becomes early. In addition, 400dpi and the diameter of a laser spot are shown for the record pixel

density at this time by 47 micrometers (1/e2 path) in the main scanning direction.

[0025] Thus, when it controls to carry out the standup of the peak of optical intensity distribution in the field to 1 with a short driving

pulse / 3 pixels - 2 pixels early, change of the dot configuration acquired according to a subsequent development process is shown
in drawing 7 . The dot configuration in the field to 1 / 3 pixels - 2 pixels shown in the dot configuration and drawing 22 in this

example shown in drawing 7 is compared, and as compared with the former, it turns out that area gradation stabilized also in the

field of short pulse width is performed so that clearly.

[0026] (B) of drawing 8 expressed the result of this drawing 7 with the curve chart. As compared with the result shown in the
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conventional (A), the effect of this example is known well. Like this example, the pattern of high ON/OFF of potential contrast will be

formed also for the latent image formed on a photoconductor drum by strengthening luminescence reinforcement of laser in a short

pulse field according to this exposure distribution. Therefore, even if negatives are developed by development system which has a

certain threshold property, in order for the peak of exposure distribution to become high immediately from the short field of a driving

pulse and to exceed a development threshold, as shown in drawing 7 , it is stabilized as a dot and negatives are developed.

Consequently, it is stabilized from the small field of the ON/OFF ratio of a driving pulse, can reappear as change of the diameter of

a dot, and becomes reproducible [ the stable area gradation ].

[0027] When (B) shows to drawing 8 , the relation of the image concentration to the laser driving pulse in such this example is

shown. In this example, it is seldom influenced of a development system, but the area gradation stabilized to pulse width in 1 pixel

becomes possible so that more clearly than drawing. Therefore, since it is hard to be influenced of the V-D property near [ the ] a

threshold even if fluctuation of the temperature of metaphor environment, humidity, etc. arises and the threshold property of a

development system changes, it becomes possible to suppress the effect by fluctuation to the minimum, and stabilization of a tone

reproduction is enabled further.

[0028] Moreover, since the area gradation stabilized from short pulse width also per 1 pixel is possible even if it enlarges the pixel

unit to record for example, with a 2 pixels - 3 pixel unit like before and does not stabilize an area gradation expression, a problem

like before of sacrificing resolution in order to stabilize gradation will be solved. In addition, the above explanation is applicable also

in the color printer equipment which has not only the equipment that has the printer style shown in drawing 1 but two or more photo

conductors, and reproduces multiple color.

[0029] Moreover, it cannot be overemphasized that it is applied also in the printer (monochrome printer) equipment which has the

electrophotography process which thinks not only above color printer equipment but gradation nature as important. As stated

above, according to this example, in the PWM modulation at the time of a laser drive, contrast of the exposure pattern of image

support can be enlarged in a short pulse width field, i.e., the highlights field of an image, by strengthening laser light reinforcement

in a short driving pulse width-of-face field. Consequently, the stable halftone expression by the laser driving pulse width modulation

per pixel of a laser beam can be performed, and it becomes possible to offer the image formation method which can perform image

formation by which is always high resolution and gradation nature was stabilized highly.

[0030] The [2nd example] The above-mentioned example explained the example which strengthens luminescence reinforcement of

semiconductor laser 102 compared with the field where pulse width is long in the short field of a laser driving pulse in order to

stabilize the area gradation expression of the dot by laser driving pulse width modulation. However, this invention is not limited to

the above example, and even if it controls as follows, it can attain the almost same operation effect.

[0031] That is, for this artificer, when a diameter of a spot by which the contrast in the exposure distribution on image support when
carrying out ON/OFF of the laser beam with 50% of pulse width to pixel size is acquired from various experiments about 60% or

more is used, it is ** and ** to appear more notably than the effect of stabilization of the gradation expression by the side of a short

pulse. In addition, also in the 2nd example concerning this invention explained below, a configuration is sufficient for a hardware

configuration like the 1st example mentioned above, and the following control differs.

[0032] This reason is as follows. First, it is
******** about the comparison of the case where the ratio (diameter ratio of a spot) to the

record pixel size of the diameter of a spot on an image support side is made or less into 0.8, and the case where it is made larger

than 0.8. (A) - (C) of drawing 9 shows the exposure distribution on the drum side when setting the diameter of a laser beam spot to

1.1 times as much 70 micrometers (A) as pixel size, 0.8 times as many 50 micrometers (B) as this, and 0.7 times as many 42

micrometers (C) as this, respectively, when recording density is set to 400dpi (pixel size 63.5micrometer). The contrast at this time

is shown in drawing 10 . As shown in drawing 10 , the contrast of the exposure distribution when carrying out ON/OFF with 50% of

pulse width becomes about 30% (A), about 60% (B), and about 80% (C), respectively. It is ** and ** that it becomes possible to

make contrast into 60% by making the diameter of a laser beam spot (1/e2 path) into 0.8 or less times of pixel size so that more
clearly than drawing 10 .

[0033] For example, when the contrast ratio at the time of 50% pulse as shown in drawing 10 by (A) does not become 30%, in

order to cope with it, making optical reinforcement into twice, without changing pulse width into usual drawing 1

1

to the exposure

distribution at the time of the pulse drive of 1/4 pixel shown by (A) is also considered. However, the exposure distribution in this

case has a spot size too large for becoming the exposure distribution shown in drawing 1

1

by (B), and carrying out this example as

compared with pixel size. For this reason, exposure distribution overlap arises between the adjoining pixels, and the contrast at the

time of ON/OFF falls. Therefore, even if it strengthens optical reinforcement at the time of a metaphor short pulse, an effect which

enlarges contrast at the time of a short pulse only by on the whole the average value of exposure distribution fluctuating cannot

appear easily.

[0034] For this effect appearing notably, it is ** and ** that a clear effect will be acquired if it is required to be at least 50% or more

of contrast and 60% or more of contrast is acquired. Since the conditions of (B) which are shown at drawing 10 in the case of

400dpi and 47 micrometers of diameters of a spot are fulfilled, an above-mentioned effect can be acquired. Also in the 2nd

example, a laser driving pulse is changed to 1 / 3 pixels - 2 pixels, and it becomes same the case where it is shown in drawing 7 of
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the 1st example mentioned above, and omitting change of the dot configuration acquired according to a subsequent phenomenon

process.

[0035] Furthermore, a minute diameter of a spot from which less than [ contrast 80% ] which is shown in (C) of drawing 10 is

obtained is formed, and the relation of the laser driving pulse width of face and image concentration which are obtained when only

a contrast ratio is enlarged turns into relation shown in (C) of drawing 8 . Even if it does not make the diameter of a spot so minute

so that more clearly than drawing 8 , it turns out that the effect of the gradation nature improvement beyond it is acquired like (C). of

course, such contrast 80% more than -- it is needless to say that an effect is acquired further by making the quantity of light of the

diameter of a minute spot increase, as shown in the 1st example or the 2nd example further mentioned above also to the diameter

of minute spot optics obtained.

[0036] in the example explained beyond the [3rd example], the area gradation in each stable pixel become possible, without being

hard to receive the effect of the V-D property of development etc. for the modulation of laser driving pulse width of face in a ******

case, and reducing the resolution of a record pixel by strengthening optical reinforcement of the laser spot which glare on image

support in the field where driving pulse width of face be short.

[0037] However, in an above-mentioned example, by lengthening laser beam irradiation time of the direction of a horizontal-

scanning line, as shown in (b) of drawing 12 , the magnitude of the laser beam spot 30 on image support was changed, and area

gradation is realized as are shown at (b) of drawing 12 in the case of low concentration gradation, and laser beam irradiation time

of the direction of a horizontal-scanning line is shortened and it becomes high concentration. Therefore, when the image

reproduced in the record paper is seen from a distant place, pinstripes 31 are recognized, and there is a possibility of becoming the

factor which checks high definition.

[0038] So, for the further improvement in image quality, it is necessary to improve an above-mentioned point. In the 3rd example

which starts this invention explained below in order to improve this point The laser beam from the semiconductor laser section

(laser light source) 102 according to image formation optical system In the image formation equipment which carries out image

formation as the beam spot on image support, is made to scan this beam, spot relatively to image support, and forms an image on

image support As opposed to a part of optical system which the laser beam from a laser light source passes Arrange the lens

which contacted the piezoelectric device and the lens which contacted the piezoelectric device by impressing an image

concentration signal to a piezoelectric device is made to produce elastic deformation. It controls to become irregular, modulating

the diameter of the laser beam spot on image support, facing this diameter modulation of a spot, and keeping the spot

configuration on image support in general circular by changing the curvature of this lens.

[0039] In the 3rd example, as shown in (b) of drawing 13 , and (b), the pinstripes which appear in a scanning direction also to the

image of the low concentration gradation by area gradation by expressing concentration gradation using the area modulation

technique by changing the diameter of a spot on image support can be erased, and it becomes possible to output a high definition

image. (**) of drawing 13 shows the case of the low concentration gradation of the laser spot irradiated on the image support

(photoconductor drum) 3 in the 3rd example, and, similarly (b) of drawing 13 shows the case of high concentration gradation.

[0040] Hereafter, the details of the 3rd example concerning this invention are explained. Drawing 14 is the schematic diagram

showing the configuration of the laser beam scanner portion of the 3rd example concerning this invention. In drawing 14 , the same
number is given to a configuration as well as the configuration shown in drawing 12 in the 1st example mentioned above, and

details explanation is omitted. In the 3rd example, lens equipment 110,120 is formed between the collimator lens 103 and the

polygon mirror 104, and the concentration modulating signal 30 is impressed to lens equipment 1 10,120 through the piezoelectric-

device drive circuit 105.

[0041] The details configuration of the lens equipment 1 10,120 of the 3rd example shown in drawing 14 is shown in drawing 15 . In

drawing 15 , 201 is the lens placed into the laser beam optical path, and the piezoelectric device 202 is in contact with edge 201a
in the perimeter of the optical axis of a lens 201. Moreover, 203 is a lens 201 and the base material 203 which supports a

piezoelectric device 202.

[0042] When the concentration modulating signal 30 is impressed through the piezoelectric-device drive circuit 105 to a

piezoelectric device 202, a piezoelectric device 202 is compressed corresponding to this signal input, and a lens 201 causes elastic

deformation by compression of a piezoelectric device 202. As a result, the curvature of the lens sides 201b and 201c of a lens 201

changes, and the diameter of a laser beam after passing a collimator is reduced. That is, a lens 201 is compressed by the

piezoelectric device 202, for example, deforms into the condition of (B) from the condition of (A) of drawing 16 .

[0043] Here, it is known about the diameter of a spot by which passes a lens and image formation is carried out on a focus that

there is generally the following conditional expression.

omegaO = kappa-f-lambda/a - here -- omega 0 The diameter of a laser spot on a laser beam focus, the constant concerning

[ kappa ] incident light laser beam intensity distribution, and f are [ wavelength and a of end point distance and lambda ] the

diameters of an incident light laser beam.

[0044] It turns out that the diameter of the laser beam spot on the photoconductor drum 3 which is image support is expanded, so

that the diameter of a laser beam after passing a collimator lens 103 is smaller than the above formula. In the 3rd example, the
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curvature of a lens 201 is changed using this, the diameter of a laser beam is made small, and the diameter of the laser beam spot

on a photoconductor drum 3 can be expanded.

[0045] Therefore, making this diameter of a laser beam small can attain effect also with a sufficient line intermediary only to one

lens equipment 110. Therefore, even if it gives making small the starting diameter of a laser beam to a main scanning direction (or

the direction of vertical scanning), the pinstripes which appear in the scanning direction to the image of the low concentration

gradation by area gradation can be erased, and it becomes possible to output a high definition image.

[0046] However, it becomes the configuration which the diameter of the spot on image support is modulate [ by arrange so that this

operation may be realize to the direction of a direction of horizontaf scanning line, and vertical scanning line and the longitudinal

direction of the longitudinal direction of the two lens equipment 110 of a configuration and lens equipment 120 may become a right

angle mutually similarly, as show in drawing 17 ] to a concentration signal, respectively in the direction of a direction of horizontal

scanning line, and vertical scanning line, and is show in drawing 13 . Two lens equipments 1 10,120 shown in drawing 14 show the

condition of having been constituted like drawing 17 .

[0047] Moreover, since the reinforcement of a laser beam is the same only by only expanding the diameter of a spot of the laser

beam on a photoconductor drum 3 at this time, the laser beam reinforcement per unit area will fall. For this reason, in order to

amend the fall of laser beam reinforcement, it is necessary to also raise laser reinforcement with increase of the spot area on the

photoconductor drum 3 which is image support.

[0048] For this reason, laser reinforcement is made to increase in the 3rd example, so that it may be proportional to a concentration

gradation signal mostly as shown in (b) of drawing 18 . Moreover, in order to proportion mostly a concentration gradation signal and

the spot area on image support in coincidence, as shown in (b) of drawing 18 , the square of the diameter of a spot on a

photoconductor drum 3 is set up so that it may be proportional to a concentration gradation signal mostly. In addition, drawing 18 is

drawing having shown each relation in the case of modulating laser beam reinforcement at the same time it modulates the diameter

of a spot on image support.

[0049] As shown above, the pinstripes which appear in the direction of vertical scanning also in the case of the image of low

concentration gradation can be erased in modulating the diameter of the laser beam spot on image support with a concentration

gradation signal, in case according to the 3rd example it sets like the latent-image formation fault using the laser beam in

electrophotography and concentration gradation is expressed as area gradation, and a high definition image can be obtained.

[0050] In the diameter modulation technique of a spot described beyond the [4th example], linearity's being needed between the

signal impressed to the piezoelectric device used for the diameter modulation of a spot from the point of acquiring a good

controllability, and the deformation of a lens, and acquiring the high-speed controllability for improvement in a laser beam scan

speed, and the need of preventing fatigue breaking further are required.

[0051] The 4th example concerning this invention in consideration of especially the above point is explained below. Drawing 19 is

drawing showing the details configuration of the lens equipment of the 4th example concerning this invention, in the 4th example, is

changed to two lens equipments of the 3rd example shown in drawing 15 , and uses the lens equipment shown in drawing 19 . In

drawing 19 , it is the base material with which the lens with which 301-303 were placed into the laser beam optical path, and 305-

308 support a piezoelectric device, and 310 supports lenses 301-303 and piezoelectric devices 305-308. Piezoelectric devices

305-308 are in contact with the edge in the perimeter of the optical axis of a lens 301 ,303. A lens 302 does not carry out elastic

deformation, but a lens 301,303 causes elastic deformation by compression of piezoelectric devices 305-308.

[0052] In the 4th example, it has the above configuration, two or more lenses are used with 301,302,303, the deformation per lens

is reduced, and whenever [ additional coverage / of lens equipment ] is increased. Consequently, it becomes possible to keep good

improvement in the speed of a modulation, and the linearity of the diameter of a spot on image support, and a modulating signal.

Moreover, it is also possible to enlarge the rate of change of the diameter of a spot by making it a multistage configuration like

drawing 7 , and to secure required variation.

[0053] Moreover, it is also possible to acquire the same effect by combining the diameter modulation technique of a spot explained

to be an PWM modulation technique above as other examples, and using the diameter modulation technique of a spot for either a

main scanning direction or the direction of vertical scanning, without reducing the number of sheets of the lens for a modulation,

and changing the electrophotography equipment using the existing modulation technique sharply.

[0054] Moreover, it is not necessary to mainly say that this invention can be used for the image recording
[ explanation ]

equipment

using the electrophotography process that ******
is the same, for example, a laser beam printer etc., taking the case of a digital

copier in the above-mentioned example, furthermore - the case where this diameter modulation of a spot is not limited to the

above example, and it uses with other means, for example, a low speed, although the example to which lens curvature is changed

in the example mentioned above, using a piezoelectric device as a means to modulate the diameter of a spot has been shown —

electromagnetism - the method of realizing using a coil is also possible. If it is the means which can modulate the diameter of a

spot made into the purpose of this example, it will not be based on the movable means of this optical element, but the method of

arbitration is employable if it is possible to modulate the diameter of a spot.

[0055] Furthermore, since high-speed operation is possible for the method of producing the elastic deformation by the pressure to
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the lens explained above, and changing the focal distance of a lens, changing a focal location to a high speed can apply the focal

location demanded also to the various optical instruments which need to be made movable. That is, for example, generally optical

instruments, such as not only the conventional electrophotography but a video camera, moved the lens in the direction of an optical

axis, and have changed the focal location. For this reason, application is difficult, when much time amount is required to double a

focal location since the inertial force of the direction of a lens of operation is large, high-speed operation is made and you need **

and high-speed operation in the conventional method. Furthermore, like [ in the case of applying to the modulation of a signal ],

when high-speed operation is required, it can completely apply, and it is inside ****.

[0056] However, since the big inertial force produced by moving the whole lens in the case of modification of a focal location does

not occur according to this method, high-speed operation being possible and changing a focal location to a high speed can apply to

other optical instruments demanded widely. Furthermore, it can apply also to the modulation of a signal which was explained in the

example mentioned above, and can apply also to a still wide range optical instrument.

[0057] As stated above, according to the 3rd example and the 4th example, the singularity of the spatial frequency of the image

concentration to a specific direction can be reduced also to the image of the low concentration gradation by area gradation by

expressing concentration gradation using the area modulation technique by making it change, changing lens curvature by the

piezoelectric device and maintaining the diameter of a spot on image support at a circular configuration in general.

[0058] That is, it becomes possible to erase the pinstripes which run in the direction of vertical scanning also in the case of the

image of low concentration gradation, and a high definition image can be obtained. In addition, even if it applies this invention to the

system which consists of two or more devices, it may be applied to the equipment which consists of one device. Moreover, it

cannot be overemphasized that it can apply also when therefore attained by that this invention supplies a program to a system or

equipment.

[0059]

[Effect of the Invention] The area gradation in each stable pixel becomes possible, without reducing the resolution of a record pixel

according to this invention, as stated above. Moreover, by expressing concentration gradation using the area modulation technique

by changing the diameter of a spot on image support, the pinstripes which appear in the direction of vertical scanning also to the

image of the low concentration gradation by area gradation can be erased, and it becomes possible to output a high definition

image.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.
**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1 ] It is drawing showing the outline configuration of the image formation equipment using the image formation method of

one example concerning this invention.

[Drawing 2 ] It is the schematic diagram showing the details configuration of the laser beam scanner of drawing 1 .

[Drawing 3] It is the block diagram showing the details configuration of the PWM circuit in the control section adopted as the

equipment of drawing 1 .

[Drawing 4] It is the timing chart which shows actuation of the PWM circuit shown in drawing 3 .

[Drawing 5] It is drawing showing change of the dot configuration acquired according to the development process at the time of

controlling to carry out the standup of the peak of the optical intensity distribution in this example early.

[
Drawing 6 ] It is drawing having shown the diameter of the laser beam spot and laser reinforcement on the image support

controlled in this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is drawing showing area change of the dot formed of the laser beam spot in this example.

[Drawing 8] It is drawing showing the relation between the laser driving pulse width of face of this example, and image

concentration.

[Drawing 9] It is drawing showing the exposure distribution on the drum side of the 2nd example concerning this invention, and (A)

shows the case where (C) sets to 0.7 times as many 42 micrometers (C) as this the case where (B) sets to 0.8 times as many 50

micrometers as this the case where the diameter of the laser beam spot is set to 1.1 times as much 70 micrometers as pixel size

when recording density is set to 400dpi (pixel size 63.5micrometer).

[Drawing 10] It is drawing showing the contrast of each **** shown in drawing 9 .

[
Drawing 11 ] It is drawing showing the exposure distribution at the time of the pulse drive of 1/4 pixel.

[Drawing 12] It is drawing showing the beam spot formed on image support by the area gradation method in the 1st example and

the 2nd example.

[Drawing 13 ] It is drawing showing the beam spot formed on image support by the area gradation method in the 3rd example

concerning this invention.

[Drawing 14 ] It is the schematic diagram showing the details configuration of the laser beam scanner in the 3rd example.

[Drawing 15] It is drawing showing the details configuration of the lens equipment 110 shown in drawing 14 .

[Drawing 16 ] It is drawing showing the condition that a lens causes elastic deformation by compression of the piezoelectric device

of the 3rd example, and the curvature of a lens side changes.

[Drawing 17 ] It is drawing showing the condition of having arranged so that the mutual longitudinal direction of two lens equipments

in the 3rd example may become a right angle mutually.

[Drawing 18 1 It is drawing having shown each relation in the case of modulating laser beam reinforcement at the same time it

modulates the diameter of a spot on the image support in the 3rd example.

[Drawing 19] It is drawing showing the details configuration of the lens equipment of the 4th example concerning this invention.

[Drawing 20] It is drawing showing area change of the dot formed of the conventional laser beam spot.

[
Drawing 21] It is drawing showing the V-D property of a photo conductor.

[Drawing 22] It is drawing showing area change of the dot formed of the conventional laser beam spot.

[Description of Notations]

3 Photoconductor Drum (Image Support)

4 Electrification Machine,

100 Lens Group

101 Laser Drive Circuit

102 Semiconductor Laser Section (Laser Light Source)

103 Collimator Lens
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104 Polygon Mirror

1 05 Piezoelectric-Device Drive Circuit

1 10,120 Lens equipment

201,301-303 Lens

202,305-308 Piezoelectric device

203,310 Base material

[Translation done.]
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